6" DIA GALVANIZED STEEL PIPE FILLED WITH CONCRETE
IDEAL SHIELD BUMPER POST SLEEVE – YELLOW
MANUFACTURER: IDEAL SHIELD, DETROIT, MI 313–842–7290
866–825–8659

24" FROM BOTTOM OF POST INSTALL A ¼" STAINLESS
STEEL SELF-TAPPING HEX HEAD SCREW WITH FLAT
WASHER TO SECURE THE IDEAL SHIELD COVER.
AFTER THE SCREW HAS BEEN SECURELY INSTALLED;
DEFORM THE HEAD OF THE SCREW SO IT CAN NOT BE
REMOVED.

18" DIA CONCRETE FOOTING
SLOPE TOP FOR DRAINAGE

EXPANSION JOINT TYP. IF ADJACENT CONCRETE PAVEMENT

ADJACENT PAVEMENT SYSTEM

NEW BUILDING
OR FENCE LINE;
(At building
extend footing to
building face
relocating
expansion joint
along building)

EXISTING
SUBGRADE

SCALE: 1/2"=1'-0"

SEE SPECIFICATION SECTION
033000 CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE
324000 SITE APPURTENANCES